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Introduction

• As the dream of ancestors for 
thousands of years, nowadays 
it’s conceivable to travel in 
space and set foot on Moon.

• According the plan from Chinese Lunar 
Exploration (CLEP), the program of 
unmanned missions to the moon named 
Chang’e is under progress.



Introduction

Four Phases for Chang’e Missions:

Send a satellite to orbit the Moon;

Conduct exploration on the surface of the 
moon through the soft landing of a detector;

Collect Moon surface samples using a robot, 
which will then return to the Earth;

Manned missions.



Introduction

• Consider the rocky surface of moon, it’s 
necessary to design machine that could avoid 
rocks. 

• As there is a serious time delay in the control 
of the robot long-distance from earth, this 
robot should be able to solve some expected 
difficulties automatically. 



GAME DESCRIPTION AND RULES

OUTLINE and OBJECTIVE of the GAME

THE GAME FIELD and OBJECTS

MACHINE

GRADING POLICY 



OUTLINE and OBJECTIVE of the GAME

☞Each team will design their own auto-
machine. It will be able to avoid obstacles.

☞The auto-machine should remain the same 
route after avoiding obstacle.

☞Minimize the ERROR from the planed route. 

☞Optimize the TIME of finishing this route.

☞Solid structure of the machine.



THE GAME FIELD and OBJECTS

☆The game is played on a rectangle Game Field 
(5000mm x 3000mm), which is surrounded by a 
wooden fence.

☆Inside the Game Field, there are two confirmed 
obstacles. One is 200mm* 200mm* 500mm height, 
the other one is 500mm* 500mm* 500mm height. 
They are placed along the planed beeline. However 
the start point is random, that means the first 
obstacle can be either bigger one or smaller.



Map for the Game Field



MACHINE

◆Each group can design machine with only a 
set of VEX starter kit and two Bumper 
switches. 

◆There is a size limit (500mm L x 250mm W 
and 200mm H) for the Auto Machine.

◆It’s not allowed to adjust the machine 
manually after starting the machine from 
starting point. However, it’s allowed to restart 
while time is still being counted.



GRADING POLICY
◈The errors from the planed route at the end point within 

200mm will be judged as full marks for this part (50%). 
Extra bonus will be counted 2% marks by reducing 
every 20mm error, vice versa. This part is worth 50% 
marks.

◈The duration of the game is not limited. However, 
duration within 20 seconds will be judged as full marks 
for this part (40%). Extra bonus will be counted 1% 
marks by reducing every 10 seconds, vice versa. This 
part is worth 40% marks.

◈The reliable structure will worth 10% marks which is 
judged by the professor according to mechanical 
design.



Brainstorm

Virtual Design

Structure Build

Program

Test



1.Read the Game Description and Rules;

2.Discuss the main structures required for the 
mini-project one;

3.Estimate the  accuracy for finish the task;

4.Confirm the role of each member in this task;

5.Plan the time table for this task.

1st March 2007



Apply the 
Solidworks
2007 to sketch 
the proposed 
structure, and 
make several 
changes

2nd and 3rd March 2007



However, Errors are quite 
large from the steer part!! 
So we give up this design.

Front wheel can be 
turned by the 
control of servo.



• Build up the structure by hand with the 
module  made by Solidworks;

• Consider some more practical facts: reduce 
the errors made by wheels; consider the 
position of the centre of mass;

• Involve parameters in Program to reduce the 
load when testing.

3rd March 2007



Although this 
design is 
quite simple, 
it provides a 
solid 
structure and 
necessary 
features for 
this project. 



Principles 
for the 

Test

1.Estimate 
the 

parameters

2.Set the 
parameters

3.Download 
the program

4.Test the 
machine

3rd and 4th March 2007



Combine different parts to finalize the test

Durations for each motors -> left right with 45°angles 

Motors Speed-> Let the machine turn anticlockwise with radius of 
62cm

Durations for each motors -> turn right with 45°angles 

Motors Speed-> Let the machine turn clockwise with radius 
of 62cm

Regulate the parameters of Motors Speeds-> make the 
machine move in line;








